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SUMMARY 

A wind-tunnel  investigation was undertaken  to  determine  the  effec- 
tiveness  of  area  suction  in  increasfng  the U t  of a moderately  thick 
straight  wing wUch encountered  trailing-edge  type of air flow separa- 

leading-edge  flap,  both  with  porous  area  at  the  knee.  The  results  indi- 
cated  that  area  suction  increased  the  trailing-edge flap lift increment 

flap  lift  increment  decreased  with  increasing angle of  attack,  presumably 
because  of  trailing-edge  air-flow  separation,  and a maximtm lift  coef- 
ficient of 1.9 w a s  obtained  with  the  undeflected  leading-edge  flap. 
Deflecting  the  leading-edge  flap and applying  suction  increased  the 
maximum lift  coefficient to 2.4. Emever, the full effectiveness of the 
leading-edge  area-suction  flap w a s  not  obtained  because  of  trailing- 
edge  air-flow  separation  that  occurred on the wing. 

s tion.  The wing had a partial-span  trailing-edge  flap  and a =-span 

P at 0' angle of attack to about 90 percent of the  theoretical  value. The 

Experimental investigations  have  demonstrated  that  area  suction 
can  increase  the  lift  coefficients  obtainable  with  swept wings and thin 
unswept  wings. It was found tihat area  suction  at  the  knee of the 
trailing-edge  flap  delayed  separation froan the  lmee  to high flap deflec- 
tions  with a resulting  Fncrease in the  flap  lift  increment  (refs. 1 
through 7). When mea suction was applied  at  the leading edge  or 
leung-edge flap  of  the wings tested,  the  air-flow  separation  from  the 

resulting  improvements in lift, drag, and  pitching-moment  characteristics 
of the  model  (refs . I , and 5 through 10) . 

L forward  portion of the  wing wa6 delayed  to  high  angles of attack  with 

m 
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All of these  large-scale,  three-dimenstonal  tests  with  area  auction 
were  performed  with  wings  for  which  the  maximum  lift w a s  limited by # 

leading-edge  type  of  air-flow  separation.  Since  it w a s  not known whether 
trailing-edge  type of air-flow  separation  would  reduce  the  effectiveness 
of  area  suction, an investigation  was  undertaken  with a wing that  would 
be  expected  to  encounter  trailing-edge  separation. The model had a 
fuselage and a straight,  13-percent-thick w i n g  with  leading-edge and 
trailing-edge flaps having  porous  area  at  the  knee  of  the  flape. Teste 
were  first  made  to  evaluate  the  effectiveness of area  suction  when 
applied to the partial-span  trailing-edge  flaps; f o r  these tests, the 
leadiw-edge flap was undeflected.  Tests  were  then made with  the  area- 
suction  leading-edge flap and with  the  trailing-edge  flap  deflected and 
undeflected. The results of this  experimental  investigation  which was 
conducted  in  the  Ames 40- by 80-foot  wind tunnel are  reported  herein. 

NOTATION 

b wing spm,  ft 

C chord of w i n g ,  ft 

- 
C mean  aerodynamic  chord, ‘sb’2cw, ft 

CD 

CL lift  coefficient, - lift 
ss 

C rate of  change of lift increment  per unit deflection of a 
$1 full-  chord  flap 

.. 

c, pitching-mment  coefficient  referred to zy, F pitching  mcment 
SZS 

cQ f low coefficient, - W 
M u s  

Q acceleration  of  gravity, 32.2 ft/sec 

L.E. leading  edge 

_.rp 
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P 

Pd 
” 

pd 

9 

S 

U 

W 

a 

6 

free-stream  static  pressure,  lb/sq  ft 

duct  static  pressure, lb/sq ft 

duct  pressure  coefficient, Pd - P 
Q 

free-stream aynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 

w i n g  area, sq ft 

free-stream  velocity,  ft/sec 

weight  rate of flow, lb/sec 

angle  of  attack, ref erred to fuselage  center line, deg 
flap  deflection, deg 

cLs lift  effectiveness  parameter - 
cLa 

mass density of air  at  standard  conditions, 0.002378 slugs/cu ft 

Subscripts 

crit  critical 

F trailing-edge  f-p 

N leading-edge  flap 

A photograph  of  the  model  mounted in the  test  section of the Ames 
40- by 8Sfoot wlnd tunnel  is  presented in figure 1. The  over-&ll 
dimensions of the model are given on the  three-view drawing in  figure 2. 

The wing had an aspect  ratio of 6, taper ratio of 0.38, and Oo of 
v sweep  measured  at  the  52-percent  chord  =ne.  The w i n g  had 3.8O of 

dihedral with 1.5O of twist.  The  root of the wing was set on the  center 
line  of  the  fuselage  with lo of incidence. The coordinates  of  the  airfoil 

r 
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section, - a n  NACA 6 5 1 ~ 3  (a = 0.5), are  given in table I. A 14-percent- 
chord  leading-edge  flap  extended  across  the full span  of  the  exposed 
wing, and a 25-percefit-chord  trailing-edge  flap"ex%ended"frcPn  the 20 €0 
the 56 percent  semispan  station.  The  leading-edge  flap  deflection  could 
be  maintained  at any value f r m  Oo to 40'; whereas , the  trailing-edge 
flap  could only be  deflected  either 45O or 55O. The  leading-  and 
trailing-edge fhps had porous area at me-lmee to foim a plain-ty$e 
flap  (see  fig. 3 ) .  This porous  area,  conetructed  from an outer  surface 
of electroplated  mesh screen backed by wool felt, had the  pressure-flaw 
characteristics shown in figure 4. The extent of porous area for- all 
flap  configurations  was  controlled  with a nonporous  tape  about 0.003 
inch  thick. A limited number  of  pressure orifices were  located on the 
surfaces  of  the wing, flaps, and porous areas,  and in the f lap ducts. 

.I 

For  selected  configurations  vortex  generators  were  taped  to  the 
upper  surface  of  the wing at  the  locations show in  figure 5 .  These 
vortex  generators  were 2 inches  square, and they  were  set  at as angle o f  
l5O with  respect  to  the  fuselage  center  line. 

CoordFnates  for  the  wing  tip  tanks, shown in figures 1 and 2, are 
given  in  table 11. When  these  tanks  were  removed,  the  wing  span was 37 
feet 6 inches, and the  exposed wing tips  were  approximately  square. 

The width and depth  of  the  fuselage  are  given in table 111 for 
several  stations. This fuaelage  contained the plenum  chamber and pumping e 

equipment. The suction flow for the  leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps 
was provided  by a compressor  driven  by  variable-speed elecMc motors;- 
The flow in each of the  flaps was controlled  by an electrically  actuated 
valve. The flow  quantities  through  each of the ducts w a s  determined by 
a total- and a static-pressure  tube,  corrected by factors  determined 
f mm calibrations made with a standard ASME orifice  meter. 

I 

The leading- and trailing-edge  flap  deflections and porous  extents 
that  were  tested are listed in table IV. Lift, drag, pitching  moment, 
suction  flow  quantities, and dEt pressure8  were  measured for all of 
these  configurations. The tests  were  performed  for an angle of attack 
range of -4 to 29' at an angle  of  sideslip of 0'. The tunnel  airspeed 
was maintained at U 2  feet  per  second  which  corresponded  to a Reynolde 
number of 4 .8x106, baaed on the mean aerodynamic chord. 

Test8  were  first  performed  at a fixed  angle of attack  with  various - 
suction  quantities  to  determine  the  associated  lift, flow, and  duct  pres- 
sure coefficients.  Figure 6 shows  the  variation of lift  coefficient 
with  flow  coefficient  obtained  for  two  deflections of the  trailing-edge r 
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flap  with  khe  model  at Oo angle of attack. As in previous area-suction 

increasing flow coefficient,  reachin@; a point  beyond  which  the lift coef- 
ficient  Fncreased  very slowly. 'Be point at  which  this  change  occurred 
has been  referred  to  as  the  critical  point  (ref. 1) and  the  correspond- 
ing flow  coefficient fs the  lowest  value  that can be used  to maintain 
attached flow. Consequently,  for  the DB at varying angle  of  attack 
with  suction, flaw coefficients  were mintained above  these  critical 
values.  The runs without  suction  were  made w i t h  the porous surface 
sealed  by  nonporous  tape. 

- investigations, the lift  coefficient first increased rapidly with 

Standard tuMel-wall corrections  were  applied  to  the  angle of . 
attack  and drag values.  The  increments  that  were  added  are  as follows: 

The flow  coefficients  were  corrected for leakage  which  resulted f r m  
the  construction of the  model. 

Model With Undeflected  Leading-Edge Flap and Tip Tanks On 

The lift, drag, and  pitchfng-manent  characteristics of the m o d e l  
with  different  trailing-edge flap deflections w i t h  and without area  suc- 
tion  applied  are s h m  Fn figure 7. The  force d a t a  with  suction  applied 
are sham for only one  porous  extent  for each flap  deflection. It will 
be noted in a later  section  that  changFng  the porous extent  had an 
effect on flap  lift  increment;  however,  the  effect on the over-all 
characteristics  of  the model was sad.l. 

Lift.- The force data of figure 7 show that  suction  increased  the 
flap  lift  increments  throughout  the  angle-of-attack  range.  The  follow- 
ing table  lists  the m e a s u r e d  flap  lift  incrementslasd  the  values  pre- 
dicted f r m  the  potential  thecry  of  reference U. 

- 
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= 450 sp = 55O 
With  suction  With  suction 

0.85 0.96 

predicted .88 1.07 

The  fair  agreement of the  predicted  with  the  measured  flap  lift  incre- 
ments  at 00 angle of attack  indicates  that  area  suction w88 effective 
in  essentially elhinating the  separation on the  flap.  Tuft  studies 
showed  that  some  separation  exiated near the  trailing  edge of the f lap  
with  the  model  at Oo angle of attack. As the  angle of attack  waa 
increased,  this  separation  spread forward and  there was a gradual  reduc- 
tion in the  flap  lift  increment  (fig. 7) . The tuft  studies  indlcated 
that  the maximum lift  coefficient  with  the  flap  deflected w a ~  limited 
by trailing-edge  type of separation  occurring on the  portion of the wing 
outboard  of  the  flap. 

Drag.- Applytng  suction  increarred  the drag of  the m o d e l  at a con- 
stant-le of attack  or  at a constant  lift  coefficient  (fig . 7) . Em- 
ever,  as can be seen in the  following  table,  suction  reduced  the drag 
coefficient.  per  unit  flap  lift  coefficient  squared. 

SF = 55O 

Without  With  Without  With 
suction  suction  suction  suction 

r 1 

Etching:  moment.- The pitching-moment  coefficient of the  model was 
increased by the  application of area suction to the  trailing-edge flap. 
However,  the  pitching  moment  per  unit .flap lift increment at 00 angle 
of attack was unaffected  by  suction (aCd&C@ = -0.17, with or without 
suction). Thfs implies that suction bad I f t t l e  effect on the  movement 
of the center of pressure at angle of attack. 
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Chordwise extent of porous area. and pumping requirements.- The 
variations of flaD l i f t  increment with  suction flow coefficient f o r  the - 
45' and 55' flaps-were  presented i n  figure 6 f o r  several chordwise 
extents of porous mea. These data show that H t h  the m l l e e t  opening 
tested, an ope- expected t o  be satisfactory on the basts of reference 
1, the measured 

Increasing  the porous extent  increased the measured AC and pro- 

vided better agreement between the measured  and predicted  values. For 
this increased porous extent, the C&F was about twice the value of 

CQ predlcted  to be necessary by the method of reference 1. The 
increase i n  porous extent and flaw c-ficients  required i n  order t o  obtafn 
reasonable agreement between  measured and predicted values of LC& is 
believed t o  have been caused by the necessity of suppressing the 
trailing-edge  separation. 

-crit 
WRS comidembly below the predic+ed value. 

% r L t  

c r i t  

In  the following table, the average  duct  pressure  coefficient 
measured in  the  trailing-edge  flap  duct is compared with the value  pre- 
dicted  to be necessary frm reference 1. 

= 450 sp = 5 5 O  
with suction wlth suction 

Pd measured -4.5 -5.7 
Pd predicted -4.7 -6.4 

The measured pressures  correspond t o  the c r i t i c a l  flow values with the 
largest opening tested, and the agreement with the predicted values fs 
considered good. 

Model With Deflected Leading-Edge Flap and Tip Tanks On 

The lift, drag, and pitching-moment data Shawn in   f igure  8 are for  
the model with the nose flap  deflected, with the trailing-edge flap 
either  undeflected  or  deflected 45O, and with suction  applied. 

Lift.- The change in C obtained by deflecting the sealed nose - Lhlax 
f lap was s m a l l  canpared to  the  increase i n  Ck obtained with the 

I suction nose flap. With suction  applied  to the nose f lap,  C b  values 
of 2.2 and 2.5 w e r e  measured i n  conjunction with the undeflected and 
deflected  suction trailing-edge flap,  respectively. If the suction nose 
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flap  were  as  effective in contralling  separation  as in the swept-xing 
tests of references 5 and 9 and  in  unpublished  two-dimensional  tests, 
C k  values  of 2.4 and 3.0 would  be  expected  with  the bo nose f lap .  
The  lower  effectiveness of the suction  nose  flap on the  present w e p t  
w i n g  was due to trailing-edge  separation  that  occurred at angles of 
attack  below  those f o r  &. This separation  was  evid=nced  by  the 
nonlinear  lift  curve new C& and also by  the  tuft  studies.  The 
tuft  studies  made  with  the  trailing-edge  S'iap  deflected  showed  that 
separation  occurred near the  trailing  edge of the  undeflected alleron at 
about 10' angle of attack. At a higher  angle of attack, separation W&E 
also apparent on the  rearward tMrd of the w b q  near  the  fuselage. 
Roundary-layer  surveys  indicated  that  the  latter  trailing-edge  separa- 
tion was aggravated  by an unstable  boundary  layer  resulting f r m  the 
juncture of the  nose f h p  and fuselage. AB the angle  of  attack for 
C b  was  approached,  the  separation on the  undeflected  atleron and on 
the  portion  of the wing KLW the  fuselage  spread  forward  and  toward  the 
center of the w i n g .  An attempt was made  to  reduce this separation with 
the vortex generators  located as shown in figure 5. As can be  seen f r m  
the data of  figure 9, these  vortex  generators  reduced  the  separation, 
and  the  with  the 30' nose  flap was- increased from 2.4 to 2.7 
with  the  suction  trailing-edge  flap  deflected. In addition to this. 
increase in C b, a nearly  linear  variation af lift w i t h  of 

attack was obtained. Thus, it is concluded  that  the maximum effective- 
ness of an area-suction  leading-ed@;e f l a p  cannot be obhined if there ia 
trailing-edge  separation. 

c 

Y 

Drag and pitching  moment.-  Applying  area  suction  to the leading- 
edge  flap  delayed  separation  to  higher  angles of attack, and  the para- 
bolic  drag  variation with lift  (induced drag) was extended  to  higher 
angles of attack.  &viatiom f r o m  this  curve  below C+ (fig. 8(a)) 
indicate  the  occurrence of trailing-edge  type of separation  that has 
been  noted  previously.  With the trailing-edge  flap  undeflected,  the 
pitchfng-moment  variatipn  with  lift was extended  linearly to the 
increased C b  by the use of the area-suction leading-edge flap. With 
the trailing-edge flap  deflected, a nonlinear  variation of pitching 
moment  with  lift was obtained  with  and without the  leading-edge  flap. 
For  this  configuration, mea suction on the leading edge delayed the 
unstable  break in pitching-mament  curve  to  increased U t  coefficients. 

Pumping  requirements.- It was noted  previously that trauing-edge 
separation  occurred at angles af attack below C b  with  suction 
applied to the leadin@;-edge  flap.  Since this separatian was to some 
extent controlled by suction, the  portion af the punping  requirements 
which  acted only to  control  separation at the  leading-edge flap could 



not  be  clearly  defined.  For  this reason, only a limited  amount of data 
was obtained with various flow and pressure  coefficients. The variatian 
of lift  coefficient  with  auction flow coeffici&t  is  shown in figure 10 
for  several  angles of attack and for  different  nose  flap  deflections. 
Duct  pressure  coefficients  ranging frcan -5 to -7 were measured at a flow 
coefficient of 0.001 for  the configurations for which data are presented 
in figure 10. 

- 

Model  With Tip Tanks Removed 

The  data  obtained  for  various leading- and trailing-edge flap con- 
figurations  with  the wing tip tanks removed are presented  in  figure U. 
Cnmparison  of  these  data  with  those  for  the  carparable  configuration  with 
the tanks on (figs. 7, 8, and 9 )  indicate  that  the  primary  effect of 
removing the  ti$ tanks was a reihlction In the 1Mt curve slope of about 
1 3  percent. 

- 
The  results of tests  conducted  with a straight,  moderately  thick 

wing showed  that ares suction  increased  the W t  increment  obtained frcm 

suction w a s  applied t o  the leading-edge  flap,  the meximum lift  coeffi- 
cient was increased  both  with  and athat the trailing-edge flap 
deflected.  However,  canparison of these  results  with  those of other 
tests  showed  that  the  effectiveness of area  suction  applied  to  the  knee 
of the  trailing-edge  flap  and/or  leading-edge  flap w a s  reduced by 
trailing-edge air-flow separation  that  occurred on the wing. 

r the  trailing-edge  flap  throughout  the  angle-of-attack  range. When area 
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[All. stations and ordinates i n  percent  chord] 

r Upper surface r Lower surface 

Station Ordinate 

0 
- .92 
-1.10 
-1 35 
-1.76 
-2.38 
-2.84 
-3.22 
-3.82 
-4.26 
-4.59 
-4.82 
-4.96 
-5.01 
-4 95 
-4.7’7 
-4.47 
-4.07 
-3 -60 
-3.06 
-2.49 
-1 .€?a 
-1.29 - .72 
-.24 
0 



Station, 
in. in. 

Radius, 

0 

9@ 
40 

12.4 30 
10.8 x) 
7.4 10 
0 

r2.8 
12.8 

120 12.8 
130 12.0 
140 10.1 
160 5.7 
180 1.0 

&rip tank station at 
52 percent chord sta- 
t ion of wing. 

Fuselage 
station, in. 

0 
20 
40 
60 
90 
120 
150 
180 
210 
230 
288 
335 
380 
425 
484 

Height above 
center line, 

in. 
0 
14.0 
19.6 
23.2 
27.0 
40.2 
50.0 
4-8.2 
42.4 
36.0 
33 04 

25.6 
18.2 

32.0 
29.2 

HeLght below 
center  line, 

in. 
0 

14.0 

23.2 
27.0 
30.0 
32.0 
33 02 
33.8 
34.0 
33 -2 
31.4 
28.6 
25.0 
19.4 

19.6 

Widt4, 
in. 

0 
28.0 
36.0 
41.2 
46.8 
50.0 
52.4 
53 04 
54.0 
54.0 
53-2 
51.4 
47.6 
43 .O 
36.0 
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TABLE IV-- COmFIWRA.TIONS TESTED 

I Porous area I I Porous area I 

sealed 

1.2 

0 1 --- 1 "- 

I I 

LDistance ahead of midarc, 

0 

sealed 
2.3 

sealed 
3 -8 

-1 sealed 

2This configuration also tested ~Lth Fnboard row of vortex generators, 

%is configuration also tested with inboard and outboard row6 of vortex 
see  figure 5. 

generators,  see figure 5. 
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* Figure 1.- The model with flaps deflected in  the Ames 40- by 80-foot 
wind tunnel. 
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I 
Sweep at L.E. 9.3O 
Sweep at 52 per- O0 

A s p e c t  rat io  6.0 
Taper ratio .38 
Root chord 9.17 ft 

cent c 

3.49 ft 
6.72 f't 
233 n2 

J 

Figure 2.- Three-view draxLng of the model. 
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I I 

M 
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Figure 3.-  BWLe of the leading-edge and trailing-edge f h p s ;  8N = 30°, $ E 55O. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Figure 4. , -  Flow characteristics of porous mater ia l  used in flaps. 

Inboard and outboard 
vor tex generators I 

-\ 
I 
I 

" 

j o 5 2  I c 

Figure 5.- Plan view of wing panel sharing location of vortex generators. - 

.. 
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1.0 

.8 

ACLP 

.6 

.4 

.2 

0 
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Figure 6.- Suction flow requirements for  the trailing-edge fhp; 
OG = oO, % = oO, t i p  tanks on. 
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Figure 7.- Aerodynamic characteristics of model with several trailing-edge flap configurations; 
% = 00, t l p  tanks on. 
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Figure 8.- Aerodynamic characteristics of model with several nose flap coxlflguratlona; 
tip tanks on. 
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Figure 10.- Suction flow requirements of leading-edge f h p ;  tip tanks on. 
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Figure ll.- Aerodynamic  characteristics of model with  tip tanks removed. 
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